Multistability effects in a homogeneous loop
1. The SHD type APD restitution curve in these runs has a dent at low DI values that can cause multistability depending on CT restitution parameters.
2. If the interval of multistability is sufficiently wide then it can capture a pulse and cause reentry to sustain. Otherwise (or if there is no multistability) reentry may self-terminate.
3. The pacing period drops sinusoidally to a low (700-420=280 ms half way in the 600-beat period of the pacer in default) then picks up to its starting value (700+420=1120 ms at beat 600 in default). This is to study initiation and possible self termination of reentry without the influence of initial DI values.
**********************************************************************
Default parameter values:
350 157 .0021 -20 .0004 136  	Parameters for Fn A (a, b, sigma, p, gamma, tau)
.07 1 .125 .02    		Parameters for Fn C (c,d,deltaL,omega)
0 0.05 		 		Parameters for Fn L (alpha, s)
1700 82 1200			Parameters for new (11/17) c,d,k
begin IaIgBnDelta12 (common to all cellT)
30 0.2 		 	 	Parameters for Fn Ia1 (IR,p)
34.999 0.01 		 	Parameters for Fn Ia2 (IR,p)
35 1 0.15 		 	Parameters for Fn Ig1 (Imax, beta,q)
35 1 0.15		 	Parameters for Fn Ig2 (Imax, beta,q)
700 0 -420 700 600 1.25 100 0	Parameters for Bn (b1,b2,b3,w1,w2,t1,t2,t3) (new)
120	16			delta2 delta1 (newnew) used for finding betaKN in ineq (3)
All initial DI are 600
All runs are 600 beats (a single pacer period) long unless otherwise noted
**********************************************************************
	RUN 1: Compare with the unusual Run 4
Run 1.1: Default; though multistability is present, the pulse does not reach a convergent DI interval and reentry is not sustained (see Run 4.1).
	Reentry does NOT occur at maximum pacing rate during beats 290-310 but occurs later (seen notes at end of run) 
	This output remains essentially the same with m = 500, deltaL = 0.025
in beat 316 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 317 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 318 T4 fails in Cell#2 in reentry (reentry initiated in this beat and terminates midway)
in beat 319 T2 fails
in beat 320 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 321 T2 fails <----------- (midway termination at Cell#2  in UDCP mode in Beat 320)
in beat 322 T4 fails--Cell one (single reentry beat in Beat 323)
in beat 324 T4 fails in Cell#2 in reentry
in beat 325 T2 fails
in beat 326 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 327 T2 fails <----------- (midway termination at Cell#2  in UDCP mode in Beat 326)
in beat 328 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 335 T4 fails--Cell one (6 reentrant beats from 329 till here)
in beat 336 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 339 T4 fails--Cell one **
in beat 340 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 343 T4 fails--Cell one **
in beat 344 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 347 T4 fails--Cell one **
in beat 348 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 351 T4 fails--Cell one **
in beat 352 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 355 T4 fails--Cell one **
in beat 356 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 359 T4 fails--Cell one ** (reentry fully terminates here after 18 intermittent beats)
in beat 360 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 361 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 362 T4 fails--Cell one
	T3.out file entries:
       298       14.4298829662       79.7294786723
       299       14.5072024682       79.7121522259
       300       14.5484451936***   79.7172792361 (reentry does NOT initiate at max pacing rate; DI*=15.3)
       301       14.5401154222       79.7319766982
       302       14.5040817629       79.7771768670
		. . . 		     . . . 	
       310       12.9085766782       80.9423056835
       311       11.8581344259       80.5011813238
       312       12.4369242708***   81.7464082482 (rise in reentry CL deficiency is reversed here)
       313       10.2779884484       80.2997655422
       314       12.4393382672       83.2676610959
       315        7.5361725694        79.1389950776
       316       13.9153552135       86.5295513920
       317        2.2266221310        75.5513126615
       318       19.0952628300***   93.8135967246 (reentry is first initiated-and fails midway-here)
       319      122.0101934999      221.3279598904
       320      -82.7843314476       27.6456252002
       321       98.9884399664      140.2999850218
       322      -53.8575918399       58.1050585412
       323       69.2831104995      119.6220216360 (first reentry beat is a single-beat case)
       324       54.0443657442      158.9805657158 (midway termination here)
		. . .		     . . . 
NOTES: Pacing rate is not fast enough to initiate reentry in this loop. However, pacing rate is fast enough to cause oscillations in the UDCP mode that are caused by the instability that is attributable to the dent in the APD restitution. These oscillations have big enough amplitude to overcome the DI* threshold and initiate reentry several beats later. If the APD dent is not severe enough, the UDCP mode oscillations, if they occur, do not overcome the DI* threshold and reentry is not initiated. See the Mathcad file "APD-human-comparative.mcd".
	Run 1.1R: Reference default with pacer cycle increased to 6000 from 600
	Pattern shows long, all UDCP stretch between reentry occurrences within the same pacing cycle
	Increasing the pacing cycle length to 12000 or 18000 still does not sustain reentry
	. . .
in beat 2703 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2704 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2705 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2706 T4 fails in Cell#2 in reentry (reentry initiated in this beat and terminates midway)
in beat 2707 T2 fails
in beat 2708 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2709 T2 fails
in beat 2710 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2715 T4 fails--Cell one (after 4 reentrant beats, the first successful ones!)
in beat 2716 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2717 T2 fails
in beat 2718 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2728 T4 fails in Cell#2 in reentry (after 9 reentrant beats)
in beat 2729 T2 fails
in beat 2730 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2732 T4 fails in Cell#2 in reentry (after 1 reentrant beat; PVC?)
in beat 2733 T2 fails
in beat 2734 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2735 T2 fails
in beat 2736 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2746 T4 fails in Cell#2 in reentry (after 9 reentrant beats)
in beat 2747 T2 fails
in beat 2748 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2750 T4 fails in Cell#2 in reentry (after 1 reentrant beat; PVC?)
in beat 2751 T2 fails
in beat 2752 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2753 T2 fails
in beat 2754 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2764 T4 fails in Cell#2 in reentry (after 9 reentrant beats)
in beat 2765 T2 fails
in beat 2766 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2773 T4 fails--Cell one  (after 6 reentrant beats)
in beat 2774 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2775 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2777 T4 fails--Cell one * (PVC in Beat 2776?)
in beat 2778 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2779 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2781 T4 fails--Cell one * (PVC in Beat 2780?)
in beat 2782 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2783 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2785 T4 fails--Cell one * (PVC in Beat 2784?)
in beat 2786 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2787 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2789 T4 fails--Cell one * (PVC in Beat 2788?)
in beat 2790 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2791 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2793 T4 fails--Cell one * (PVC in Beat 2792?)
in beat 2794 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2795 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2797 T4 fails--Cell one * (PVC in Beat 2796?)
in beat 2798 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2799 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2801 T4 fails--Cell one * (PVC in Beat 2800? Reentry/PVC occurrences stop from this beat till Beat 3008)
in beat 2802 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2803 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2804 T4 fails--Cell one
	. . .
in beat 3006 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 3007 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 3009 T4 fails--Cell one * (PVC in Beat 3008?)
in beat 3010 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 3011 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 3013 T4 fails--Cell one * (PVC in Beat 3012?)
in beat 3014 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 3015 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 3017 T4 fails--Cell one * (PVC in Beat 3016?)
in beat 3018 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 3019 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 3029 T4 fails--Cell one (after 9 reentrant beats)
in beat 3030 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 3040 T4 fails--Cell one (after 9 reentrant beats; pattern of Beats 3030-3040 goes till Beat 3172)
	. . .
in beat 3151 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 3161 T4 fails--Cell one (after 9 reentrant beats)
in beat 3162 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 3172 T4 fails--Cell one (after 9 reentrant beats; no further occurrences of reentry till the next pacing cycle)
in beat 3173 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 3174 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 3175 T4 fails--Cell one
	. . .
Run 1.2: Default values except for all initial DI = 60
	This run shows the multistable feature of the loop, despite Runs 1.1 and 1.1R
	Reentry is initated in Beat 1 and sustained w/o interruptions with eventually fixed DI ~59.4, APD ~173.6 and CL ~233
**********************************************************************
	RUN 2: Higher d values
Run 2.1: All default except d = 1.1 (there is pacer beat-skipping in output.kn! Why?)
	Although multistability is present, the pulse does not find a convergent DI interval and reentry is not sustained
in beat 286 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 287 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 288 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 291 T4 fails--Cell one (2 reentrant beats 289, 290)
in beat 292 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 297 T4 fails--Cell one (4 reentrant beats 293-296) 
in beat 298 T4 fails--Cell one (1 reentrant beat 299)
in beat 300 T4 fails--Cell one (this and the next 11 beats are in UDCP mode at max pacing!)
in beat 301 T4 fails--Cell one 
in beat 302 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 303 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 304 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 305 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 306 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 307 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 308 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 309 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 310 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 311 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 313 T4 fails--Cell one (single reentry beat in Beat 312)
in beat 314 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 315 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 325 T4 fails--Cell one (9 reentry beats from 316 till here)
in beat 326 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 337 T4 fails in Cell#61 in reentry (9 reentry beats from 327 till here)
in beat 338 T2 fails
in beat 339 T4 fails in Cell#61 in reentry
in beat 340 T2 fails
in beat 341 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 344 T4 fails--Cell one **
in beat 345 T4 fails--Cell one 
in beat 348 T4 fails--Cell one **
in beat 349 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 350 T4 fails--Cell one (reentry fully terminated with Beat 348)
	T3.out file listing below:
       288       14.9121564791      80.8468231407
       289       15.4137064979**   80.6562842960   (this and beats with ** below in reentry)
       290      125.1914091775**  209.9043955011
       291       -4.0848473683      135.0007975780
       292      -45.5531950548       49.2566664384
       293       66.2305917288**   115.4379253759
       294       69.5438525248**   149.2965968933
       295       39.1259320264**   175.4296209914
       296       91.9171630835**    257.9731928910
       297       13.3511873425      227.8500652470
       298      -82.6599635269       17.2381764909
       299      107.8893540472**   140.3389838666
       300       14.1398850141      362.6744679790
       301     -103.9995211762     277.6452656862
       302      -91.3425462035      290.2185565397
       303      -93.3897092175      289.4075728268
       304      -93.2582769621      290.9049662881
       305      -93.4926975541      292.4360523213
       306      -93.7310523809      294.3287411841
       307      -94.0246883427      296.5349230626
       308      -94.3654876100      299.0606495778
       309      -94.7537472947      301.9040440028
       310      -95.1884637953      305.0642599202
       311      -95.6687303446       16.4165960506
       312      107.3383117049**   153.3494690447
       313       14.9746428924      403.8859947822
       314     -109.3828452626      304.1575958731
       315      -95.5025787627       23.3749750871
       316       94.7830293354**   153.2694915229
       317       26.0595769381**   137.4327480928
       318       78.0119326743**   264.8880557802
		. . .		     . . .
Run 2.2: d = 1.1 and delta2 = 60 
	No pacer beat-skipping in output.kn; no T3 failures despite halving delta2
in beat 286 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 287 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 288 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 291 T4 fails--Cell one **
in beat 292 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 297 T4 fails--Cell one ***
in beat 298 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 300 T4 fails--Cell one **
in beat 301 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 304 T4 fails--Cell one **
in beat 305 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 310 T4 fails--Cell one ***
in beat 311 T4 fails--Cell one (9 reentry beats after this)
in beat 321 T4 fails--Cell one 
in beat 322 T4 fails--Cell one (11 reentry beats after this)
in beat 334 T4 fails in Cell#100 in reentry 
in beat 335 T2 fails
in beat 336 T4 fails--Cell one *
in beat 338 T4 fails in Cell#100 in reentry
in beat 339 T2 fails
in beat 340 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 343 T4 fails--Cell one **
in beat 344 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 347 T4 fails--Cell one **
in beat 348 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 351 T4 fails--Cell one **
in beat 352 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 355 T4 fails--Cell one **
in beat 356 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 359 T4 fails--Cell one **
in beat 360 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 363 T4 fails--Cell one **
in beat 364 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 365 T4 fails--Cell one (reentry fully terminated in Beat 363)
Run 2.3: d = 1.3 
	Pacer beat-skipping occurs in this run- see output.kn file; does not happen for delta2=60
	Initiation and termination occur more consistently with the pacer patterns now
in beat 277 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 278 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 279 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 282 T4 fails--Cell one **
in beat 283 T4 fails--Cell one (4 reentrant beats after this)
in beat 288 T4 fails--Cell one 
in beat 289 T4 fails--Cell one (7 reentrant beats after this)
in beat 297 T4 fails in Cell#27 in reentry
in beat 298 T2 fails
in beat 299 T4 fails--Cell one (7 reentrant beats after this)
in beat 307 T4 fails in Cell#27 in reentry
in beat 308 T2 fails
in beat 309 T4 fails in Cell#11 in reentry
in beat 310 T2 fails
in beat 311 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 312 T2 fails <----------- (midway termination at Cell#11  in UDCP mode in Beat 311)	
in beat 313 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 321 T4 fails in Cell#11 in reentry
in beat 322 T2 fails
in beat 323 T4 fails--Cell one (7 reentrant beats after this)
in beat 331 T4 fails in Cell#11 in reentry
in beat 332 T2 fails
in beat 333 T4 fails--Cell one (7 reentrant beats after this)
in beat 341 T4 fails in Cell#11 in reentry
in beat 342 T2 fails
in beat 343 T4 fails--Cell one (7 reentrant beats after this)
in beat 351 T4 fails in Cell#11 in reentry
in beat 352 T2 fails
in beat 353 T4 fails--Cell one (reentry fully terminates here)
in beat 354 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 355 T4 fails--Cell one
**********************************************************************
	RUN 3: 
Run 3.1: The following changed from default: deltaL = 0.15 (L = 15), omega = 0.09
	Reentry is initated and sustained because convergent-reentry interval is reached in bistable case
in beat 315 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 316 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 317 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 320 T4 fails--Cell one **
in beat 321 T4 fails--Cell one (reentry re-initiated with the next Beat and sustained w/o interruption)
NOTES: Reentry pattern is convergent with eventually fixed DI ~50.2, APD ~166.4 and CL ~216.6
	Reentry is initiated with Beat 318 by UDCP oscillations after max pacing rate in Beat 300
	No pacer beat-skipping in output.kn 
	Similar pattern obtained if using default except for c = 0.06, omega = 0.09
Run 3.2: Only change from Run 3.1 is c = 0.061 and all initial DI = 70
	(with all initial DI=600 pattern is similar; of course, the initial reentry does not occur)
	Reentry is initiated in Beat 1, terminated then re-initited intermittently till full termination, unlike Run 3.1
in beat 17 T4 fails--Cell one (initial reentry terminated here after 16 reentrant beats)
in beat 18 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 19 T4 fails--Cell one
	. . .
in beat 259 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 260 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 261 T4 fails--Cell one (reentry is re-initiated intermittently with next beat)
in beat 264 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 265 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 283 T4 fails--Cell one **
in beat 284 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 288 T4 fails--Cell one ***
in beat 289 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 295 T4 fails--Cell one (5 reentrant beats)
in beat 296 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 298 T4 fails--Cell one *
in beat 299 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 300 T4 fails--Cell one
	. . .
in beat 317 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 318 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 320 T4 fails--Cell one *
in beat 321 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 322 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 324 T4 fails--Cell one *
in beat 325 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 326 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 330 T4 fails--Cell one ***
in beat 331 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 339 T4 fails--Cell one (7 reentrant beats)
in beat 340 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 354 T4 fails--Cell one (13 reentrant beats)
in beat 355 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 364 T4 fails--Cell one (8 reentrant beats)
in beat 365 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 368 T4 fails--Cell one **
in beat 369 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 372 T4 fails--Cell one **
in beat 373 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 376 T4 fails--Cell one **
in beat 377 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 378 T4 fails--Cell one (reentry terminated with Beat 376 until the next pacer cycle)
	. . . 
in beat 844 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 845 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 846 T4 fails--Cell one (reentry is re-initiated with next beat)
in beat 849 T4 fails--Cell one **
in beat 850 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 868 T4 fails--Cell one (17 reentrant beats)
in beat 869 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 873 T4 fails--Cell one ***
in beat 874 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 880 T4 fails--Cell one (5 reentrant beats)
in beat 881 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 883 T4 fails--Cell one *
in beat 884 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 885 T4 fails--Cell one
	. . .
in beat 901 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 902 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 903 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 905 T4 fails--Cell one *
in beat 906 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 907 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 909 T4 fails--Cell one *
in beat 910 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 911 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 915 T4 fails--Cell one ***
in beat 916 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 924 T4 fails--Cell one (7 reentrant beats)
in beat 925 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 939 T4 fails--Cell one (13 reentrant beats)
in beat 940 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 949 T4 fails--Cell one (8 reentrant beats)
in beat 950 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 953 T4 fails--Cell one **
in beat 954 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 957 T4 fails--Cell one **
in beat 958 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 961 T4 fails--Cell one **
in beat 962 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 963 T4 fails--Cell one (reentry terminated with beat 961 till the next pacer cycle)
	Initiation/termination pattern becomes almost repetitive in the second pacer cycle; in both cycles reentry occurs before and after max pacing rate is reached (beats 290-310 and 890-910) inconsistently with pacing protocol
Run 3.3: Only change from Run 3.2 is omega = 0.1 
	(with all initial DI=600, pattern is similar; of course, the initial reentry does not occur)
in beat 19 T4 fails--Cell one (initial reentry terminated here after 18 reentrant beats)
in beat 20 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 21 T4 fails--Cell one
	. . .
in beat 260 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 261 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 262 T4 fails--Cell one (reentry is re-initiated with the next beat)
in beat 265 T4 fails--Cell one **
in beat 266 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 286 T4 fails--Cell one (19 reentrant beats before this)
in beat 287 T4 fails--Cell one (reentry is re-initiated with next beat and sustained)
	In this run an oscillating (but not convergent) reentry state is reached that does not self-terminate; this stage is reached even if starting at default initial DI.
**********************************************************************
	RUN 4: delta L = 0.12 now (12 cm loop)
Run 4.1: Default parameters (except for delta L)
	Reentry is initated and sustained after a transient in this run, unlike Run 1.1
	Convergent reentry pattern is achieved with all DI~56.21, APD~170.9 and CL~227.12.
	. . .
in beat 317 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 318 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 319 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 320 T4 fails in Cell#2 in reentry (first unsuccessful initiation of reentry in this beat, past halfway point 300)
in beat 321 T2 fails
in beat 322 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 323 T2 fails <------------- (T4 fails at Cell#2 in UDCP mode)
in beat 324 T4 fails--Cell one (reentry is initiated and sustained after this beat)
	. . .
Run 4.2: Only change from Run 4.1 is the pacing cycle length is 6000 rather than 600
	Again reentry is sustained but after a more complex transient; same DI, APD, CL as in Run 4.1
	. . .
in beat 2705 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2706 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2707 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2708 T4 fails in Cell#2 in reentry (first unsuccessful initiation of reentry in this beat, before halfway point 3000)
in beat 2709 T2 fails
in beat 2710 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2711 T2 fails <------------- (T4 fails at Cell#2 in UDCP mode)
in beat 2712 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2717 T4 fails--Cell one ****
in beat 2718 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2719 T4 fails--Cell one (reentry is initiated and sustained after this beat, after 3 consecutive UDCP beats - unusual)
	. . .
Run 4.3: Only change from Run 4.1 is the pacing cycle length is 15000 rather than 600
	The pattern here is qualitatively similar to 10000 and 12000; all are simpler than 600, 6000
	. . .
in beat 6734 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 6735 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 6736 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 6737 T4 fails in Cell#2 in reentry (first unsuccessful initiation of reentry in this beat)
in beat 6738 T2 fails
in beat 6739 T4 fails--Cell one (reentry is initiated and sustained after this beat)
	. . .
Run 4.4: Only change from Run 4.1 is omega = 0.018
	Reentry is not sustained in this case, unlike Run 4.1
	. . .
in beat 315 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 316 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 317 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 318 T4 fails in Cell#2 in reentry (first unsuccessful initiation of reentry in this beat, past halfway point 300)
in beat 319 T2 fails
in beat 320 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 321 T2 fails <------------- (T4 fails at Cell#2 in UDCP mode)
in beat 322 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 332 T4 fails in Cell#2 in reentry (after 9 reentrant beats, the first successful ones, starting from 323)
in beat 333 T2 fails
in beat 334 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 339 T4 fails--Cell one ****
in beat 340 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 360 T4 fails in Cell#9 in reentry (after 9 reentrant beats)
in beat 361 T2 fails
in beat 362 T4 fails--Cell one (no further occurrences of reentry after this beat until the next cycle)
in beat 363 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 364 T4 fails--Cell one
	. . . 
Run 4.5: Only change from Run 4.4 is the pacing cycle length is 1200 rather than 600
	Again reentry is not sustained like Run 4.4, but the transient is more complex (with a PVC occurrence?)
	. . .
in beat 582 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 583 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 584 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 585 T4 fails in Cell#2 in reentry (first unsuccessful initiation of reentry in this beat)
in beat 586 T2 fails
in beat 587 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 588 T2 fails <------------- (T4 fails at Cell#2 in UDCP mode)
in beat 589 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 590 T2 fails <------------- (T4 fails at Cell#2 in UDCP mode)
	. . . 	(pattern of Beats 589, 590 repeats till Beat 641; also check the T3.out file)
in beat 639 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 640 T2 fails <------------- (T4 fails at Cell#2 in UDCP mode)
in beat 641 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 643 T4 fails in Cell#2 in reentry (after PVC in Beat 642; first successful reentry beat!)
in beat 644 T2 fails
in beat 645 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 646 T2 fails <------------- (T4 fails at Cell#2 in UDCP mode)
in beat 647 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 654 T4 fails--Cell one (after 6 reentrant beats)
in beat 655 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 658 T4 fails--Cell one **
in beat 659 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 664 T4 fails--Cell one ****
in beat 665 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 685 T4 fails in Cell#16 in reentry (after 19 reentrant beats)
in beat 686 T2 fails
in beat 687 T4 fails--Cell one (no further occurrences of reentry after this beat until the next cycle)
in beat 688 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 689 T4 fails--Cell one
	. . .
	NOTE: For pacing cycle lengths 1800 and 2500 patterns are qualitatively similar to this run (for 2500, beats 1400,1401 make rare consecutive T2 fails).
Run 4.6: Only change from Run 4.4 is the pacing cycle length is 2700 rather than 600
	Reentry is now sustained with a complex transient that is similar to (but longer than) Run 4.5
	Sustained reentry at the end is of convergent type, all DI~58.46, APD~172.81, CL~231.28
in beat 1247 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 1248 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 1249 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 1250 T4 fails in Cell#2 in reentry (first unsuccessful initiation of reentry in this beat)
in beat 1251 T2 fails
in beat 1252 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 1253 T2 fails <------------- (T4 fails at Cell#2 in UDCP mode)
in beat 1254 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 1256 T4 fails in Cell#2 in reentry (after a PVC in Beat 1255; first successful reentry beat!)
in beat 1257 T2 fails
in beat 1258 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 1259 T2 fails <------------- (T4 fails at Cell#2 in UDCP mode)
in beat 1260 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 1262 T4 fails in Cell#2 in reentry (after a PVC in Beat 1261; 2nd successful reentry beat)
in beat 1263 T2 fails
in beat 1264 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 1265 T2 fails <------------- (T4 fails at Cell#2 in UDCP mode)
in beat 1266 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 1268 T4 fails in Cell#2 in reentry (after a PVC in Beat 1267; 3rd successful reentry beat)
in beat 1269 T2 fails
in beat 1270 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 1271 T2 fails <------------- (T4 fails at Cell#2 in UDCP mode)
in beat 1272 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 1273 T2 fails <------------- (T4 fails at Cell#2 in UDCP mode)
	. . . 	(pattern of Beats 1272,1273 repeats till Beat 1442; also check the T3.out file)
in beat 1440 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 1441 T2 fails <------------- (T4 fails at Cell#2 in UDCP mode)
in beat 1442 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 1444 T4 fails in Cell#2 in reentry (after a PVC in Beat 1443; 4th successful reentry beat)
in beat 1445 T2 fails
in beat 1446 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 1447 T2 fails <------------- (T4 fails at Cell#2 in UDCP mode)
in beat 1448 T4 fails--Cell one <------------------------------------------------------- (beta_kn = 1448 = n)
in beat 1458 T4 fails in Cell#2 in reentry (after 9 reentrant beats) <------ (beta_kn = 1457)
in beat 1459 T2 fails
in beat 1460 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 1465 T4 fails--Cell one ****
in beat 1466 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 1467 T2 fails <------------- (T4 fails at Cell#2 in UDCP mode)
in beat 1468 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 1475 T4 fails--Cell one (after 6 reentrant beats) <--------------------- (beta_kn = 1472)
in beat 1476 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 1479 T4 fails--Cell one **
in beat 1480 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 1485 T4 fails--Cell one ****
in beat 1486 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 1506 T4 fails in Cell#13 in reentry (after 19 reentrant beats) <--- (beta_kn = 1499)
in beat 1507 T2 fails
in beat 1508 T4 fails--Cell one (reentry is re-initiated and sustained after this beat! For n=2700, beta_kn=2063)
	. . .
Run 4.7: Only change from Run 4.4 is the pacing cycle length is 6000 rather than 600
	Reentry is sustained after an unusual transient pattern! Compare to Runs 4.2, 4.6
	A long 206-beat, all-UDCP pattern between reentry occurrences within the same pacing cycle replaces the long every-other UDCP pattern of Beats 1270-1442 in Run 4.6
	. . .
in beat 2703 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2704 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2705 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2706 T4 fails in Cell#2 in reentry (first unsuccessful initiation of reentry in this beat)
in beat 2707 T2 fails
in beat 2708 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2709 T2 fails <------------- (T4 fails at Cell#2 in UDCP mode)
in beat 2710 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2715 T4 fails--Cell one (after 4 reentry beats; the first successful ones from 2711 to 2714)
in beat 2716 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2717 T2 fails <------------- (T4 fails at Cell#2 in UDCP mode)
in beat 2718 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2723 T4 fails--Cell one ****
in beat 2724 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2725 T2 fails <------------- (T4 fails at Cell#2 in UDCP mode)
in beat 2726 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2731 T4 fails--Cell one ****
in beat 2732 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2733 T2 fails <------------- (T4 fails at Cell#2 in UDCP mode)
in beat 2734 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2741 T4 fails--Cell one (after 6 reentry beats)
in beat 2742 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2745 T4 fails--Cell one **
in beat 2746 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2751 T4 fails--Cell one ****
in beat 2752 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2764 T4 fails--Cell one (after 7 reentry beats)
in beat 2765 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2766 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2786 T4 fails--Cell one (after 19 reentry beats, following 3 consecutive UDCP beats)
in beat 2787 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2802 T4 fails in Cell#7 in reentry (after 14 reentry beats)
in beat 2803 T2 fails
in beat 2804 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2807 T4 fails--Cell one **
in beat 2808 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2813 T4 fails--Cell one ****
in beat 2814 T4 fails--Cell one 
in beat 2816 T4 fails--Cell one * (PVC in Beat 2815? After this beat reentry seems to stop but it resumes in Beat 3022)
in beat 2817 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2818 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2819 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 2820 T4 fails--Cell one
	. . .
in beat 3018 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 3019 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 3020 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 3021 T4 fails--Cell one <------- (this beat marks 205 consecutive UDCP beats; unusual within the same pacing cycle)
in beat 3023 T4 fails--Cell one * (PVC in Beat 3022?)
in beat 3024 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 3025 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 3045 T4 fails--Cell one (after 19 reentry beats, following 3 consecutive UDCP beats)
in beat 3046 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 3066 T4 fails--Cell one (after 19 reentry beats)
in beat 3067 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 3082 T4 fails in Cell#8 in reentry (after 14 reentry beats)
in beat 3083 T2 fails
in beat 3084 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 3094 T4 fails in Cell#8 in reentry (after 9 reentry beats)
in beat 3095 T2 fails
in beat 3096 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 3106 T4 fails in Cell#8 in reentry (after 9 reentry beats)
in beat 3107 T2 fails
in beat 3108 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 3118 T4 fails in Cell#8 in reentry (after 9 reentry beats)
in beat 3119 T2 fails
in beat 3120 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 3130 T4 fails in Cell#8 in reentry (after 9 reentry beats)
in beat 3131 T2 fails
in beat 3132 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 3144 T4 fails in Cell#8 in reentry (after 11 reentry beats)
in beat 3145 T2 fails
in beat 3146 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 3147 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 3148 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 3149 T4 fails--Cell one <------- (this beat marks 4 consecutive UDCP beats; unusual)
in beat 3150 T4 fails in Cell#8 in reentry
in beat 3151 T2 fails
in beat 3152 T4 fails--Cell one (reentry is re-initiated and sustained after this beat!)
	. . .
Run 4.8: Only change from Run 4.4 is the pacing cycle length is 12000 rather than 600
	Reentry is sustained but only after a short transient!
	. . .
in beat 5354 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 5355 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 5356 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 5357 T4 fails in Cell#3 in reentry (first unsuccessful initiation of reentry in this beat)
in beat 5358 T2 fails
in beat 5359 T4 fails--Cell one
in beat 5369 T4 fails in Cell#29 in reentry (after 9 reentrant beats, the first successful ones)
in beat 5370 T2 fails
in beat 5371 T4 fails--Cell one (reentry is re-initiated and sustained after this beat!)
	. . .


